MINARI (PG) Advance screenings!
*Some Korean language, English subtitles*

Lee Isaac Chung’s drama follows a Korean family’s move to rural USA.

Thu: 6:30pm
Fri, Sat: 1.30, 3.45, 6.00, 8.20
Sun: 4.25, 6.40, 8.55

THE TRUFFLE HUNTERS (M) Valentine’s Day advance screening!
*Italian language, English subtitles*

Melbourne truffle expert Nigel Wood will screen and discuss the acclaimed documentary, joined by truffle-finding hounds in-cinema.

Sun: 10.30am

FIREFINDER: THE STORY OF BANGARRA (M) Advance screening!
*Directors Wayne Blair & Nel Minchin will discuss their documentary live on-screen via zoom following an advance screening.*

Tue: 6.20pm

ANOTHER ROUND (M) New!
*Danish language, English subtitles*

Mads Mikkelson in a comedy of a teacher who tests a ‘spirited’ theory.

Daily: 11.30, 12.40, 1.50, 3.00, 4.10, 5.20, 6.30, 7.40, 8.50

LONG STORY SHORT (M) New!
*Rafe Spall in a time travel comedy about life passing you by.*

Daily: 12.55, 4.40, 8.25

ESCAPE FROM EXTINCTION (PG) New!
*Conservation documentary about zoos, narrated by Helen Mirren.*

Daily: 10.40, 2.50, 6.35

UNSOUND (MA15+) New! Exclusive!
*Sessions screening with on-screen captions for the hearing impaired. Two strangers bond through the power of music in a local drag house.*

Thu: 12.25, 4.15, 6.45" (*Filmmaker Q&A following screening*)

Fri: 5.25, 9.05
Sat: 1.45, 8.15
Sun: 12.40, 8.15
Mon: 2.40, 6.55
Tue, Wed: 12.40, 4.40, 8.50

FELLINI OF THE SPIRITS (E18+) New!
*Various foreign languages, English subtitles*

Filmmaker Federico Fellini’s work is explored in a new documentary.

Thu: 2.15, 6.15
Fri: 11.00, 3.25, 6.15
Sat: 11.00, 6.15
Sun, Mon: 12.40, 6.15
Tue, Wed: 2.40, 6.15

FELLINI OF THE SPIRITS (E18+) New!
*Various foreign languages, English subtitles*

Filmmaker Federico Fellini’s work is explored in a new documentary.

Thu: 2.15, 6.15
Fri: 11.00, 3.25, 6.15
Sat: 11.00, 6.15
Sun, Mon: 12.40, 6.15
Tue, Wed: 2.40, 6.15

PROMISING YOUNG WOMAN (MA15+)
*Carey Mulligan stars as an avenging angel in a caustic comedy.*

Daily: 11.30, 12.45, 2.00, 3.10, 4.20, 5.30, 6.40, 7.50, 9.00

THE DRY (MA15+)
*Eric Bana stars in Robert Connolly’s adaptation of Jane Harper’s novel.*

Daily: 11.30, 12.45, 2.00, 3.10, 4.20, 5.30, 6.40, 7.50, 9.00

HIGH GROUND (MA15+)
*Simon Baker in a thriller of a bounty hunter tracking a great warrior.*

Daily: 10.50, 12.35, 2.40, 4.45, 6.50, 8.55

THE REST (MA15+)
*Jude Law and Carrie Coon in a drama of a banker escaping his past.*

Daily: 11.05, 1.25, 3.50, 6.25, 8.35

BABYTEETH (M) 14th hit week!
*Ben Mendelsohn & Essie Davis in an electrifying Australian drama.*

Daily: 11.00, 1.20, 6.10

ONLY THE ANIMALS (M) Various foreign languages, English subtitles.
*Six strangers are linked to the disappearance of a missing woman.*

Daily: 11.10, 3.55, 8.15

AKIRA: RESTORED (M) Japanese language, English subtitles.
*Katsuhiro Otomo’s ground-breaking anime returns to the big screen.*

Daily: 3.45, 8.30

PENGUIN BLOOM (PG)
*Naomi Watts stars in a drama of a family united by a magpie chick.*

Daily: 12.30, 6.45

EARWIG AND THE WITCH (PG)
*An orphan is adopted by a witch in a new anime from Studio Ghibli.*

ENGLISH REVOICED Daily: 10.55am
ENGLISH SUBTITLES, JAPANESE LANGUAGE Daily: 7.00pm

PIXIE (MA15+) Friends outrun gun-toting priests in an Irish comedy.

Thu, Tue: 10.45, 8.55
Fri: 10.45am
Sat-Mon, Wed: 10.45, 6.00

MY SALINGER YEAR (M)
*Margaret Qualley & Sigourney Weaver in a New York literary comedy.*

Daily: 1.30, 6.05

AMMONITE (MA15+)
*Kate Winslet and Saoirse Ronan in Francis Lee’s costume drama.*

Daily (excl Fri): 4.25, 8.45
Fri: 4.25pm

CORPORUS CHRISTI (MA15+) Polish language, English subtitles.
*An ex-convict convinces a small town that he is their new priest.*

Daily: 1.35pm

MEMORIES OF MURDER (MA15+) Korean language, English subtitles.
*Bong Joon Ho’s criminally under-seen thriller of a Korean serial killer.*

Daily: 11.15am

END OF THE CENTURY (R18+) Spanish language, English subtitles.
*A sensual ‘what if?’ romance set in modern day Barcelona.*

Daily: 2.35pm

TENET (M) Christopher Nolan’s epic time travel action thriller.

Daily: 4.05, 8.45

David Byrne’s AMERICAN UTOPIA (MA15+) The Broadway hit on-screen!

Thu, Fri, Mon-Wed: 8.10pm
Sat: Sun, 10.40am

WILD MOUNTAIN THYME (PG) Emily Blunt & Jamie Dornan romance.

Thu: 1.15, 9.05
Fri, Tue: 1.15pm
Sat, Sun: 7.55pm
Mon, Wed: 1.15, 7.55

ON THE ROCKS (M) Bill Murray stars in Sofia Coppola’s comedy.

Daily: 3.40pm

WILD THINGS (M) A new generation fight global warming.

Daily: 12.55pm

SUMMERLAND (PG) Gemma Arterton is a recluse forced to reconnect.

Daily: 10.55am

HOW TO BE A GOOD WIFE (M) French language, English subtitles.

Daily: 1.55pm

OTTOLENGHI AND THE CAKES OF VERSAILLES (G)

Daily: 11.00am

OLIVER SACKS: HIS OWN LIFE (M)

Daily (excl Fri): 3.35pm

THE PERSONAL HISTORY OF DAVID COPPERFIELD (PG)

Daily: 11.10am

HURRY, FINAL SESSIONS: SEE THEM BEFORE THEY’RE GONE!

RAMS (PG)

Thu: 10.55am

DAWN RAID (M)

Fri: 11.15am

KAJILLIONAIRE (M)

Mon, Tue: 10.40am

LA BELLE ÉPOQUE (M)
*French language, English subtitles.*

Mon: 11.00am

CROCK OF GOLD: A FEW ROUNDS WITH SHANE MACGOWAN (MA15+)

Mon: 4.30pm

POSSESSOR (R18+)

Mon: 8.55pm

A CALL TO SPY (M)

Tue: 10.50am

TROUBLE WITH BEING BORN (R18+)
*German language, English subtitles.*

Wed: 10.40am

THE FURNACE (MA15+)
*Some foreign language, English subtitles.*

Wed: 10.55am